
Welcome to the summer newsletter. Bees continue to make the news. The swarm 

that crossed the cricket ground at the ‘world cup’ for example forced their way onto 

the stage very effectively. One of my days to look back on, was in the middle of 

June. I was washing up for lunch and there before me, hive number 2 began to 

emerge….and kept coming. I watched with a sinking feeling as after a while, I saw 

the queen with a lovely white mark on her back, vote with her feet by exiting and 

walking down the ramp. At the bottom, she hesitated, turned and went back up to the 

hive, scaled a corner, effortlessly took the overhang, and sat on the roof. She then 

went to the edge, set herself and launched for the skies. They all left for central 

Kendal. I followed them for a bit, but eventually located them with the help of a 

phone call in the early evening. They had settled in Abbott Hall car park. So I went 

down with a nuke box and collected my first swarm off the floor after spotting the 

queen again, helping her towards the entrance, and watched in fascination as they all 

trooped into the dark space. Nature. On bringing them back home I almost lost 

them…….they started to overheat in the skep, began letting out a furious buzzing, 

and by the time I had organised the spare hive, reckon they were saved by a few 

seconds from death. They looked a sorry bunch. They regained their composure 

however, and 6 weeks later, used the energy a swarm has to establish themselves in 

time for winter.            PW 

 

 
 

 

Picture of the bees as I found them outside of the 

Abbott Hall. 

Rosie’s sister, Bronwen, is a long term beekeeper 

on their family farm in Cwm Pennant, a long deep 

valley on the western side of Snowdonia. The 

hives are on a slate tip surrounded by steep 

wooded country which gets a high rainfall. I asked 

her to write a bit about her experiences which 

follows on page 3. She is now nearly 6 months off 

80, and continues as a successful beekeeper. 

Perhaps, as I tell Rosie, the secret of her success is 

that, if I was one of Bronny’s bees, I certainly 

wouldn’t mess her about. 
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How Green is My Valley. I started beekeeping in 1977, a year after I moved to 

North Wales with my 5 teenage children. I needed to find something which would 

bring in a bit of money during the summer. As a freelance 

musician, I was often away from home, usually busy 

coaching double bass sections of youth orchestras during 

school holidays. I was concerned as to what my children 

might be getting up to when I was away. I needed to be at 

home. I hit on beekeeping, read a whole lot of books and 

was told by the local bee inspector, John Hughes, that an 

elderly beekeeper at the end of the Llyn Peninsula was 

selling his 6 colonies. In a baptism of fire, my brother 

and I fetched them in the dark and miraculously, despite 

falling over whilst carrying a hive, only got stung once. I 

then made every mistake in the book, mainly by looking 

into the hives just about every day, moving frames about 

and generally making things really hard for the bees. The next summer disaster 

struck…..the bees were not doing very well and John told me that all my hives were 

infected by American foul brood and would have to be destroyed. But he was canny 

enough to observe that one hive was still very strong 

despite the disease and that we would starve it by taking 

away all its stores, re-hiving it on sterilised equipment 

and waiting 48 hours before feeding it. It survived and I 

bought 2 nuclei of Italian strain locally and those were 

the last bees I ever bought. They increased to 15 colonies 

for many years, though reduced now to 8, but I have over 

43 years bred from that one remarkable colony, a strain 

which is easy to handle, is ferocious in its foraging and 

which is perfectly adapted to conditions in this valley. I 

have also learnt that the less you interrupt the bees, the 

better they will fare and the more surplus honey will be 

available at the end of the season. I have never not had 

enough honey to sell throughout the year apart from one year after an exceptional 

and remorselessly wet summer 5 years ago. When varroa first appeared, I decided 

that if and when it arrived here, I would give up beekeeping. In the 12 years it took 

to arrive, however, all sorts of treatments had been developed which means I am 

able to carry on without undue fuss. I do, though, think longingly of the days when 

one didn’t have to…. If everyone setting out to keep bees has a powerful financial 

incentive, then success will probably follow. Being ‘interested in bees’ does not 

always carry the same determination to overcome all those difficult challenges 

which a big and angry colony can present. I look back fondly on my beekeeping 

career with its intimate knowledge of the world of the honey bee that I have amassed 

in my head, and wish I had time, for once, to tidy the honey shed properly. BN 



 

 
 

BBKA Exam report. Yesterday, the 27th of July was the day that I took the Honey 

Bee health assessment after a few months of learning about bee hygiene and brood 

disease, accompanied by a couple of practical tasks and a discussion. As a bee 

keeper of more than 3 years I enrolled with our group of similar minded bee keepers 

who met to discuss, examine and learn all about the syllabus. This approach was a 

good method as it encouraged me to investigate in more depth on my own at home, 

subjects which I had little knowledge of. The reference book, “Honey Bees are 

Happy Bees” by Pam Gregory, (2nd edition), Bee Craft Ltd. was a good practical 

way of understanding pests, diseases, and their effects on our Honey bees. The day 

arrived after the hottest day on record to be awoken in the morning with rain 

battering on our windows. Great!!! 

George Eames, our assessor, obviously a man of true grit, from Newcastle, said the 

assessments would go on regardless, as long as we had very large umbrellas. 

It was raining quite hard when I started my exam, which was a practical disease 

inspection on one of the hives at the fabulous apiary at Heron Hill Primary school 

run to perfection by our hosts Jacqui Cottam and Karen Harper, (tea and cake on 

demand). To ensure the procedure remained on track, Karen diligently stood in the 

rain surrounded by smoke never coughing once to allow me to continue my 

practical. (George and myself however, seemed to suffer from the smoke no matter 

where we put the blooming thing). After the inspection, I was asked to do a pretend 

Bailey comb change for a weak colony, within the apiary, which meant procuring all 

the stuff from the stack of stuff outside the apiary. There was some confusion 

however as to the actual procedure, enough to say, Karen was in hysterics, but still 

held the umbrella aloft. I won’t detail the Bailey comb change here, but it finished 

with the stack of stuff back where I first found it. The practical over, umbrella 

removed, we adjourned to the sumptuous Bee house for more coffee and cake. We 

were still eating and drinking when George looked at his watch and asked Jacqui and 

Karen to leave the room. The stack of questions George had on his lap made me feel 

a bit nervous, but I think they were multiple choice questions for George to select 
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from. This element of the assessment was about twenty questions long, all related to 

pests and diseases. Time will tell how well it went as it will be about 6 weeks before 

I find out my result. Finally, whether I have passed or failed, I have found out a lot 

more about bee health which I will continue to use in my beekeeping. I would 

encourage everyone to at least learn more about pests and diseases even if you don’t 

take the assessment. R 



Many thanks to the contributors to this edition of the Preveiling Wind 

B, R, A and G 

A sting in the tail? (or, perhaps a bit too much information.) 

This was not the beeman I knew. His face was swollen, so were his hands. No more 

shorts, open summer shirt and sandals on bare feet. He was even carrying a veil. 

‘Hi’ I said, I’ve come for the bees. What happened to you ?’ ‘I’ve been stung a lot in 

the last two days…..given up counting’, he replied. ‘They have been wild in the hot 

thundery weather. Make sure you are fully covered. They have stung me 

everywhere.’ 

I had watched in amazement and awe on previous occasions as he worked his bees 

with no protection. He continued, ‘Have you ever been stung on the head, chin, 

forehead, or the inside of your nose?’ The horror dawned that bees could crawl up 

my nose and sting up in there. I had never, ever, thought of that. My expression gave 

me away. ‘Its the worst sting, the pain goes through your body and getting them   

out .... ’ Apparently snorting doesn’t always work! 

When I got home I googled ‘bee sting intensity’ and came across this article ‘Honey 

bee sting pain index by body location’ and read the abstract in utter disbelief. It starts 

with a body diagram showing the location of 25 stinging points. One man carried out 

the investigation using the pain sensation of a sting on his fore-arm as the standard 

sting that all the others would be compared to. 

The more information the more reliable the results. The author gave himself 5 stings 

a day, the first and last were stings to his forearm and the rest were the stings to three 

of the 25 sites randomly chosen. He was stung over a 38 day period. Prior to the 

experiment he had been stung on average 5 times a day for three months so there 

was no worry of a change in body response caused by the deliberate stings. The pain 

sensation was rated on a 1 to 10 scale. 

Do look at the fine detail .... Guard bees used, bee and stinger held in place for 5 

seconds from the moment the sting was felt. Then the bee was pulled away from the 

stinger which was left in place for one minute before being removed with forceps. I 

kept thinking this can’t be for real. I read on curious to see how this ‘mad’ scientist 

rated the pain that the beeman had gone through. 

Least painful skull, middle toe tip, upper arm all 2.3 

Most painful nostril 9.0, upper lip 8.7, and penile shaft 7.3 (did he really sting that?) 

So now when any of you ask if I’ve been stung recently the likely response will be; 

Two 2.3s and a 5.1 yesterday and a 5.5 the day before. 

You are not going to hear about any 9.0 or 7.3 stings .......... I hope. 

I’ve put a pair of tweezers in my inspection kit, you never know. Oh yes and I 

certainly do not want one of the 7.0s. You can check that out for yourselves. Its a bit 

delicate. A R 
 

 
 



Ten weeks of busy bees – and beekeeper 

Having kept bees in a modest way with no more 

than two hives, for nearly 40 years, I thought I knew 

how to cope efficiently with swarms and subsequent 

re-queening. But this year my bees stirred me from 

my complacency. My single “home” hive, in my 

home apiary, re-queened last summer and started 

this year well. Then the saga began. I’ll leave it to 

you to decide what I should have done – and also, 

possibly, what had been going on in the hive. Day 1, 

14th May: A large swarm emerged from my hive, 

settling conveniently at shoulder height on a thin 

branch. It was hived nearby in a brood box of 11 

foundation frames the same evening. 

Day 2: I checked the “home hive” and found 8 or so 

queen cells and removed all but 2 good sealed cells 

at opposite ends of brood chamber. I also left one 

unsealed as “insurance”. In the evening I moved the 

swarm – the “away” hive - a mile away to a friend’s 

garden. All the frames were covered with bees. 

Day 9: The away hive had drawn all the frames, 

having taken only one kilo of sugar in weak syrup and had some 4-day old brood 

and eggs. I put on one super of foundation for space. Day 15: The home hive threw a 

cast, 4 clusters high on willow branches close to the hive. Mark Bryson kindly came 

with his 4m long lopper and we got them all into one skep. Day 16: I checked home 

hive to find bees had produced another half dozen or more queen cells after my first 

check. I removed all but one. Trish took the cast. Day 28: The home hive threw 

another cast – on the fence behind the hive. I collected it in a skep. I looked in the 

home hive. The queen cell left was still intact. It contained a dead queen, but frames 

had polished cells ready for laying. The same evening I put the skep in a brood box 

above the brood chamber of home hive, with a queen excluder and supers above. 

Day 30: I removed the skep and brood box from the home hive. Weather poor for a 

day or two. Day 33: Weather brighter. I found a dead queen on the grass in front of 

hive. Day 40: Away hive swarmed, high in a tree, having hardly had time to produce 

any more flying bees! I had been away in Worcestershire for 4 days and was not due 

back for 5 more. In my absence Mark assessed the situation and this time it was 

impractical to take the swarm, though it didn’t move for 4 days. Day 47: Checked 

home hive to find brood with some capped. I checked away hive to find half a dozen 

queen cells. On removing one a queen was emerging, so she was put in a box and 

started piping. I left one good queen cell. Still seemed to be lots of bees, and 9 full 

frames of brood. I added another super and ran the emerged queen into the hive at 

the entrance. Day 51: A swarm was spotted in a neighbouring garden to the away 



hive, but I was not informed for several days. It could have been a cast or even the 

original swarm still hanging around but the hive was flying very strongly. 

Day 59: I was away for the day when a modest size swarm in the village was 

collected by Ann Bryson. Its origins remain unknown. I put newspaper, a queen 

excluder and empty box on top of supers of the away hive and threw it in and 

replaced crown board. Next day, some dead bees in front of hive. I removed the 

newspaper. Day 60: Quite a carpet of dead bees in front of away hive. Still a lot of 

bees in top box, in clusters building comb from the crown board. Removed the box 

carefully. No sign of a queen on the 

queen excluder above supers. I 

removed it and supers, placed box 

on queen excluder above the brood 

chamber, lifted crown board, 

brushed bees off new wild comb 

and smoked them down. No sign of 

a queen again. I checked the brood 

chamber. The good queen cell we 

had left was still intact. But several 

frames had empty polished cells 

ready for laying. I replaced the 

queen excluder and added a new 

super of foundation under the old 

supers and crown board. I added a 

new super of foundation just above 

queen excluder to home hive. Day 

69: Checked away hive to find good 

pattern of brood almost ready for 

capping. The queen cell we had left 

was still intact but found to contain 

a dead queen. Both hives are 

working well, a good honey harvest 

is anticipated, and I hope that is all! 

G TW (Phew...Ed) 

Upcoming monthly meets. 

August        18th       - Penrith BKA Apiary Acorn Bank ,Temple Sowerby, Penrith 

September  7th        - Levens Hall Apiary (Talk: Feeding & Winter Care) 

October        8th       - talk: 'Winter Management of Bees' - Graham Royle NDB 

Kendal Beekeepers have continued to raise their profile in the last few months. The 

success of the young people from Heron Hill on a national scale was quite 

extraordinary. Their prize winning apiary also being recognised by tea on the balcony 

of the Houses of Parliament. AT continues to win prizes at the Yorkshire county show, 

we have potentially another 6 certificate holders of the basic and bee health exams and 

Andy is fronting an impressive stand at the Cartmel show next week. 

Hopefully we all have some honey to boot as well. 


